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What is the meaning that we derive from the word
"al-jebr" when we say "The Science of Al-jebr*? The
meaning of the root of the word is to coerce or to force.
From the derivatives of the word and the forms of its verbs
we find other meanings. For example, when we say "jaber-
al 'ism**" we mean: tofix broken bones; "al-mojaber" is the
person who is specialized in fixing broken bones, "al jabbar
is he who possesses great strength, and therefore can force
his will on others or things.
When al-Khwarizmi wrote "ilm al-jebr
wa'lmukabalah," he meant by that the science of re-buildig
and equation. We also understand that he meant working
on applying 'the rules.' Whoever has to work on re-building
or applying rules must find in himself the required strength
(that is the knowledge) to do that work. The one who is
skilled in Algebra can also coerce numbers to help solve
problems related to human life. Then we can say that
Algebra forces whatever is vague or unknown to give an
answer. We find that there is a message for anyone one
who finds difficulty in solving Algebra problems, after all,
difficulty is embedded in the meaning of the word Algebra.
*Algebra
**al-izm means: the bones
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